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Runnur Launches Hands-Free Tablet Carrier
Runnur, a leading manufacturer of safe, secure solutions for car-
rying tablets in the field, recently launched a new line of hands-
free, wearable tablet belt clips. Runnur’s clips are hip-mounted to 

either a person’s belt or to a separate heavy duty tool belt, providing 
users with immediate access to their tablets at all times. OtterBox, the 
No. 1 selling case for smartphones and tablets, recently partnered with 
Runnur to offer these devices to its customer base. All Runnur products 
are made in Texas, with the company’s headquarters based in Austin.

“Our products provide a unique combination of attributes: hands-
free functionality, device access in one second, and protection against 
dropping,” said Andrew Hamra, CEO of Runnur. “You don’t expect 
a carpenter to carry his hammer around by hand all day — neither 
should we expect a field tech to do the same with their tablet.” 

With 105 million workers going mobile by the year 2020 and 
spending in enterprise technology significantly up over the previous 
quarter, tablets are quickly becoming mainstream for millions of 
workers in fieldwork such as construction, oil and gas, healthcare, and 

more. However, companies are now running into a new 
problem: how to easily carry tablets while maintaining 
the productivity and efficiency these devices provide. 
Mobile workers cannot perform many of their usual 
tasks and carry a tablet at the same time. Simply put, 
since the value of mobility is based on a person’s ability 
to carry technology, how that technology is carried is 
an important part of the equation. Benefits include:

• The Tablet Belt Clip allows users to easily 
carry a tablet on a belt like any other tool.
• Easy-to-assemble mounting plate is secured 
with VHB™ peel-and-bond adhesive (Tensile 
Strength 90lbs sq/in).
• Buckle mechanism locks tablet to hip when 
not in use.

• Quick-press release button allows instant ac-
cess to tablet in less than one second.
• Security cord (included) prevents dropping to avoid 
costly delays in repair.
• Reduces the probability of loss and theft.
• Perfect for jobs that require two hands by freeing up 
an “additional hand” used to hold the tablet. 

Source: Runnur
For more information,  
got to www.mobiletechgear.com

 

The Tablet Belt Clip allows users to 
easily carry a tablet on a belt like any 
other tool. (Courtesy: Runnur)
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Axis Launches New Range of Positioning Cameras

Axis has launched a new generation of positioning cameras, 
giving operators faster and more accurate pan-and-tilt ca-
pabilities to monitor large-scale sites, perimeters, and bor-
ders in real-time and are able to respond instantly to security 
alerts and incidents. Thanks to their enhanced capabilities, 
the new range of positioning cameras enables surveillance 
across vast sites with fewer cameras, with the potential for 
360-degree unobstructed field-of-view at all times, and 
135-degree field-of-view from ground to sky.

Axis Communications has delivered against some of the 
most pressing surveillance needs of organizations across the 
private and public sectors in launching new visual, bi-spec-
tral, and thermal-positioning cameras. 

“At their core, the needs of many of our customers can 
be distilled to the same thing: the need to rapidly identi-
fy and respond to incidents and breaches along perime-
ters and, of course, within their site,” said Michael Chen, 
global product manager at Axis Communications. “Our 
job is to empower them to do theirs, and our new range of 
cameras does just that. The sites that require monitoring 
can be vast — many thousands of hectares with perimeters 
hundreds of kilometers in length — and to give a com-
prehensive field-of-view using static cameras can be unfea-
sible. Pan-and-tilt capabilities are therefore essential, and 
our new range of positioning cameras takes these and other 
capabilities to a new level of performance.”

Camera features include:
• High speed and jerk-free PTZ movements with contin-

uous pan.
• Built-in electronic image stabilization (EIS), helping 

against vibration caused by an unstable mounting surface 
or a wind-sensitive mast.

• SFP slot for easy cable management and quick and ef-
fective installation for fiber-optic connection over long 
distances.

• Powerful positioning capabilities even at high wind and 
wide temperature range.

• Flexible mounting options on columns directly, or against 
walls and poles with robust accessories.

The new range includes thermal-positioning cameras, 
visual PTZ positioning cameras, and bi-spectral PTZ 
positioning cameras that combines both visual and 
thermal images.

Axis Q8641-E and AXIS Q8642-E PT thermal-net-
work cameras: The thermal positioning cameras offer 
outstanding thermal contrast and 10-degree field-of-view, 
which together with analytics, enables long-range detection 

and immediate visual confirmation for the operator. 
Axis Q8685-E/-LE PTZ network cameras: The visu-

al PTZ positioning cameras offer high-video quality with 
HDTV 1080p, 30x zoom with focus recall, and extreme 
light sensitivity. The combination with Axis’ Forensic WDR 
(wide dynamic range) and low-light sensitivity ensures the 
highest image usability in challenging lighting conditions. 

Axis Q8741-E and AXIS Q8742-E bi-spectral PTZ 
network cameras: The bi-spectral PTZ positioning camer-
as offer a combination of two live-video streams, one from a 
thermal sensor — used for detection and verification — and 
one from a high-definition visual sensor — for identification 
of colors and details. The cameras also feature 30x zoom, 
forensic WDR, and low-light sensitivity. 

Additionally, Axis Q8741-LE, Axis Q8742-LE, and 
Axis Q8685-LE cameras include long-life and long-range 
IR for improved visibility during nighttime. In places where 
there is a high risk of window contamination from dust, 
salt, sand, and emission of soot from vehicles, such as in 
traffic monitoring, airport, harbor, and public area surveil-
lance, these cameras are equipped with remote-maintenance 
against rain and dirt using wiper and washer. 

Source: Axis Communications
For more information,  
go to www.axis.com

The Axis Q8741-E/Q8742-E Bispectral PTZ Network Cameras.  
(Courtesy: Axis Communications)
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